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Abstract  
Alkali Activated Materials (AAMs) are interesting alternative binder materials to Ordinary Portland Cement 

(OPC) for application in nuclear safety structures and radioactive waste management. AAMs are highly 

chemical and temperature resistant and can reach a high shielding capacity for gamma irradiation. AAMs 

also have a low calcium content which enables the addition of fluorine to reduce the H2 production for Mg-

containing wastes and limits the formation of 41Ca due to neutron activation. In general, AAMs have lower 

radiolytic hydrogen yields compared to OPC.  

Fayalite slag based AAMs were proven to have a similar gamma shielding capacity to basalt-magnetite 

concretes. Boron based AAMs form an interesting opportunity for neutron shielding. Since dehydration in 

AAMs is limited, better neutron shielding capacities for AAMs can be obtained compared to aged concrete. 

The absence of portlandite, the low water content and the high alkalinity, make AAMs interesting candidates 

for the conditioning of certain radioactive waste streams. Ions as Cs+ and Sr2+ can be incorporated in the 

AAM-gel or can be trapped in the self-generated or introduced zeolite structures in the AAM. Also, 

precipitation of several elements as a hydroxide can be promoted by selecting the right raw material and 

activation solution.  
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Abbreviations 
 

µ Linear attenuation coefficient 

AAM Alkali Activated Material 

HDC High Density Concrete 

ILW Intermediate-level radioactive waste 

IP Inorganic Polymer 

LET Linear energy transfer 

LLW Low-level radioactive waste 

OPC Ordinary Portland cement 

PE Polyethylene 

PSD Pore size distribution 

RAW Radioactive Waste 
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1. Introduction 

For some decades, alternatives to the commonly used ordinary Portland cement (OPC) matrices are 

increasingly being studied. Alkali Activated Materials (AAMs) are one of the alternatives currently studied 

intensively due to their potential utilization as a high performance, environment friendly and sustainable 

alternative to Portland cement. This chapter will focus on the use of AAMs in nuclear applications with 

special attention to the effects of ionizing radiation on the matrix and to the immobilization mechanisms 

for the incorporated radionuclides. 

Alkali activated materials encompass a broad range of binder systems formed by the reaction of an alkali 

metal source (solid or dissolved) with a solid powdered precursor1. The precursor can be a calcium silicate 

source comparable to the conventional clinkers, or an aluminosilicate source such as kaolinite, or fly ash; 

metallurgical slags, bottom ashes, tailings and other secondary resources are also explored as precursors 

but the specifics depend per case1. The alkali source can be any solid or solution which can raise the pH of 

the reaction mixture and dissolve the precursor1. A wide range of activating sources exists: alkali 

hydroxides, silicates, carbonates, sulphates, aluminates and oxides. As shown in Figure 1, the widely used 

term geopolymers in fact refers to a subclass of AAMs (although a general consensus has not been reached 

yet on the terminology). Geopolymers are highly coordinated binder systems which have a low calcium 

content and for which the network almost exclusively consists of aluminosilicate1,2. The network is built out 

of SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedras linked by a sharing oxygen atom2 (Figure 2). Another term often used is 

Inorganic Polymer (IP). IPs are 3D polymers made of inorganic elements bound in a connected network as 

a result of a polycondensation reaction for which the chemistry does not purely consist out of 

aluminiumsilicates. The term IP is in literature often used when a precursor is mixed with an alkali metal 

hydroxide or silicate to produce a binder, not matching the definition of a geopolymer. Since Ca and Al are 

not necessary for IP synthesis, this class is not included in Figure 1. Depending on the type of precursor 

material and the final network formed, also other terms can be found in literature: soil cements, 

geocements, alkaline cements, geoceramics and a variety of other names1,3.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of alternative cements including AAM and geopolymers compared to Ordinary Portland 
cements, calcium sulfoaluminate cements and calcium aluminate cements reproduced with permission from Provis & 

Van Deventer (2014)1. 
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The chemistry of alkali-activation can be summarized in four steps: (i) dissolution, (ii) reorganization, (iii) 

nucleation and (iv) polymerization and hardening4 (Figure 3). In the first step, the ionic bonds (Ca-O) and 

covalent bonds (Si-O and Al-O) are broken at the surface of a precursor material in contact with a high 

alkaline solution. The alkaline cations (OH-), present in the activator are good electron donor ions and act 

as a catalyst for breaking the covalent bonds in the aluminosilicate source. The dissolution occurs rapidly 

at high pH and consumes water. Because Al-O bonds are weaker than Si-O bonds, the initial gel will contain 

a higher amount of Al in comparison to Si. Next, the diffusion of the alkali solution will bring more Al3+
 and 

Si4+
 into solution. In the alkaline environment, the alumina and silica forms monomeric tetrahedral 

structures of Al(OH)4)- and Si(OH)4). Due to polycondensation reactions, the gel will harden with the 

formation of an amorphous 3D network of Al-O-Si chains. In this structure, each Al- and Si-atom is bonded 

to four oxygen atoms. The resulting negative charge is compensated by the anions present in the activation 

solution (e.g. Na+, K+, Li+, Ca2+, Ba2+, NH4
+, H3O+). Although the process is summarized in four steps, it 

should be mentioned that the different steps occur simultaneously3,5. At the end, a three-phase material is 

formed consisting out of pores, binder and aggregates of which the binder is reacted precursor material 

and the aggregates are unreacted precursor particles.  

 

Figure 2: Schematic structure of a 3D Na-aluminosilicate network with Si-atoms bond to two or three Al-atoms with a 
sharing O-atom reproduced with permission from Barbosa et al. (2000)6. Not all Al is 4-fold coordinated in this figure 

as it would be the case for a geopolymer according to the definition of Davidovits7. 

The first three steps of alkali-activation are similar for all kind of systems. The last step, with the formation 

of the final structure, however highly depends on the calcium content of the reacting system as shown in 

Figure 3. It is important to make a division in two main groups according to the types of gel that dominates 

the structure. The primary reaction product can either be an alkali (sodium/potassium) aluminosilicate (N(-

C)-A-S(-H)) or K(-C)-A-S(-H))a-type gel for low-Ca precursors or a calcium (sodium) (alumino)silicate 

hydrate (C(-N)(-A)-S-H)-type gel for a high-Ca precursor. For low-Ca binder systems, the ‘H’ is placed 

between parentheses to indicate that water is not a major structural component of the gel. Moreover, 

recent study of Peys et al.8 indicated the participation of Fe in the silicate network which enables the use 

of Fe-rich precursors for AAM production. These precursors are slags, originating from nonferrous 

metallurgical industries which are currently underutilized. Fe-rich AAMs offer an interesting alternative to 

the high-density concretes (HDC) currently used as a gamma-ray shielding material9. 

                                                
a The chemical formulas are abbreviated to the oxide units. N represents Na2O, K stands for K2O, C for CaO, A for Al2O3, S for SiO2, and 

H for H2O. Minor or optional components are placed between parentheses.  
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Figure 3: The alkali-activation process of an aluminosilicate source10,11. 

Alkali-activation technology has been recognized as an attractive option for immobilization of toxic or 

radioactive materials11–14. The high pH of the materials from 12 to 13 insolubilizes many metals and 

radioelements such as 137Cs and protects metals from corrosion effects2,15,16. The use of AAMs for the 

immobilization of radioactive waste (RAW) is especially promising because of the low setting temperature 

(10-100 °C) and the lack of Ca(OH)2 formation17. Additionally, these binders have promising properties as 

high chemical and temperature resistance1,18,19. The change in compressive strength at high exposure 

temperatures is shown in figure 4. Moreover, AAMs have a lower water content than OPC based binders 

and they can be almost completely dehydrated by heating at 300-400°C with no significant effect on the 

compressive strength, thus giving the ability to reduce radiolytic hydrogen yield.  
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Figure 4: Change in compressive strength as a function of exposure temperatures for OPC based binders and 
geopolymer formulations (BFS: Blast furnace slag, FA-Fb: class F fly ash, MK: Metakaolin)11.  

In 2013, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)20 expressed its interest in four types of alternative 

cementitious materials for use in nuclear safety structures, including geopolymers, magnesium phosphate 

cements, calcium aluminate cements and calcium sulfoaluminate cements21,22. Also in 2013, the first paper 

describing the usage of a geopolymer for the encapsulation of Mg-Zr alloy was published by Rooses et al.23. 

They compared the radiolytic hydrogen yield of geopolymer samples to cement matrices and found a lower 

H2 yield for geopolymer samples23. This is important since radiolytic dehydration can cause pressurization, 

spalling and micro-crack formation in the material matrix24. Moreover, hydrogen is highly flammable, thus 

giving a fire risk. Though promising, the use of geopolymer-type materials still requires precursor 

standardization, process optimization and validation for specific applications. The application as shielding 

materials and conditioning material for RAW will be discussed in section 2 and 3 respectively.  

2. Alkali Activated Materials as a shielding material 

Shielding materials are used to protect against damage caused by e.g. radiation. Besides the shielding 

capacity of the material, the durability, the economical and mechanical aspects of the material need to be 

considered25. Lead, for example, is a very good shielding material for ionizing radiation due to its high 

density and high atomic number. Therefore, lead shields only require a limited thickness to protect from 

ionizing radiation. The structural properties of lead (low strength exacerbated by its creep and fatigue 

behavior), however, do not allow its use as a structural material. Moreover, it is also sensitive to high 

temperatures25. Therefore, concrete-based shielding structure are mostly used in nuclear facilities. 

Concrete is regarded as an inexpensive material of which the shielding capacity can be adapted by adding 

different cements and aggregates. Aggregates, rich in iron or barium are most commonly used to create 

high density concretes (HDC) with high shielding capacities. The aggregates added to the matrices are 

expensive9. Fe-rich AAMs offer an interesting alternative to HDC, from an economical point of view, since 

the slags necessary to produce AAMs are about 10 times cheaper than the minerals used in HDC9. 

2.1. Shielding performance of AAMs 

Currently, HDCs are used for shielding against ionizing radiation. As metallurgical slags also contain a large 

variety of elements with a high atomic number, the slags are potential raw materials for shielding. When 

using Fe-rich aluminosilicate precursors for AAM production, the iron can participate in the silicate 

network8,26–28. Fe3+ is situated in tetrahedral coordination, while Fe2+ is situated in an octahedral state29. 

Using Fe-rich precursors, a material with good shielding properties can be generated without the necessity 

                                                
b Class F fly ash stands for a fly ash with a lime (CaO) content below 10% and consists mainly of alumina and silica. 
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to add expensive aggregates. The shielding capacity of materials is expressed as the linear attenuation 

coefficient (µ). Kaplan25 defines this parameter as “the probability of an atomic particle or photon (X-ray 

or gamma-ray) interacting in a particular way with a given material per unit path length”. µ depends on 

the type and energy of the incident radiation, the density and the composition of the interacting material25. 

µ is proportional to the number of atoms per unit of volume (N) and the cross section of the component 

(σ), expressed as µ= σ ∙ N. Since µ is dependent on the density, the mass attenuation coefficient is often 

used which is the normalization of the linear attenuation coefficient per unit of density (µ/ρ). The higher 

the linear attenuation coefficient, the higher the shielding capacity of a material.  

Croymans-Plaghki9 compared the attenuation coefficient of fayalite slag based AAMs to different types of 

HDC. It was found that the fayalite based AAMs attenuated up to 28% better than ordinary, hematite-

serpentine, ilmenite-limonite and basalt-magnetite concrete. At an energy of 1500 keV the linear 

attenuation coefficient of ordinary HDCs varied from 0.120 to 0.256 cm-1
 (Figure 5). For the tested AAM, 

at 1500 keV a value of µ = 0.157 cm-1 was obtained, due to the higher effective atomic number (Zeff) of 

this material compared to the ordinary HDCs. Only steel scrap and steel-magnetite concrete have a higher 

Zeff and thus have a better shielding capacity. The linear attenuation of basalt-magnetite concretes was 

comparable to the linear attenuation of fayalite slag based AAMs. Mohammed et al.30 compared the linear 

attenuation coefficients of an ordinary concrete and a fly ash based AAM and found a slightly smaller 

coefficient for the AAM samples, probably due to the lower specific gravity of the fly ash binder compared 

to the OPC binder. At 75 wt.% barite addition to the recipes, the AAM samples had a µ = 0.396 cm-1 at 

663 keV and µ = 0.316 cm-1
 at 1250 keV. For the OPC samples with 50 wt.% of barite, these values were 

respectively µ = 0.459 cm-1
 and µ = 0.371 cm-1

. Fly-ash based AAMs were also investigated by Shalbi et 

al.31 for application in radiation protection shield for X-ray attenuation. It was found that about 5 cm of fly 

ash based AAM with 15 wt.% BaSO4 has the same attenuation ability of 1 mm of lead. Also activating a 

slag using Ba(OH)2 could improve the shielding performance of an AAM32.  

 

Figure 5: Linear attenuation coefficients of ordinary concrete, fayalite slag based AAM and steel-magnetite concrete as 
determined by EGSnrc based on research of Croymans-Plaghki9. 
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The shielding performance of AAMs for neutrons can be improved when substituting boron for aluminum in 

the aluminum silicate network of the AAM. Williams et al.33 named it, alkali activated boro(alumino)silicate 

inorganic polymers. They used borax (Na2B4O7) as a boron containing feedstock.  

Boron-10 is often used to capture thermal neutrons as it has a high absorption cross-section and a high 

natural abundancy. The macroscopic cross sections of the AAMs for thermal neutrons were comparable to 

these of borated polyethylene (PE) and superior to that of water. The advantage of the boro-AAMs 

compared to borated PE and water is the possible higher working temperature. Furthermore, boro-AAMs 

have the advantage not to become significantly radioactive due to neutron activation, reducing the need 

for additional shielding for gamma radiation, particularly if potassium is substituted for sodium33. When 

potassium is present, 40K can be formed which has a very long half-life of 1.25 x 109 year. The shielding 

performance of lunar regolithc based AAMs was also investigated by Montes et al.34 using shielding 

simulations. They showed that it is possible to create an AAM from lunar regolith with properties that would 

enable the construction of structures on the moon allowing for adequate radiation shielding inside the lunar 

living quarters. 

Slag based AAMs are thus an interesting alternative to HDCs as shielding material since similar shielding 

capacities with respect to commercially available HDCs can be obtained with AAMs only using cheap 

materials as slags.  

2.2. Effects on AAMs in a gamma irradiation field 

Material properties can be altered due to irradiation. Damage might result from the breaking of chemical 

bonds or from the embrittlement of the material35. Due to irradiation, energy is deposited in the material 

causing heating, and moisture transport. Therefore, these effects should be considered when studying 

irradiation effects36. Radiolyticd dehydration is one of the important effects causing the formation of 

microcracks in cementitious materials37. Within 10-7 to 10-6 s after the start of gamma ray exposure, water 

decomposition results in the formation of eight primary species: H2, H2O2, OH-, H3O+, eaq
-, H●, OH● and 

HO2
● 38

 (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Radiolysis of water with the formation of ions, excited molecules, electrons and radicals –  
based on Le Caër39. In a first stage, ionized water molecules, excited water molecules and sub-excitations electrons 

are formed. Next, numerous processes occur as dissociative relaxation, ion-molecule reaction, autoionization of 
excited stated, thermalization of sub-excitation electron, etc. The species react in tracks and diffuse in the solution39.  

                                                
c Lunar regolith is the powder material which can be found on the surface of the moon. 
d Radiolysis is the physicochemical results of ionization along the path of a gamma photon. 
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H2 is the major stable product of water radiolysis. In a free volume at a pH = 13, the H2 yield is  

4.3 x 10-8 mol. J-1
 for water40. However, the evolution of the primary species in time is highly dependent 

on the pH in alkaline environment (Figure 7). The primary G(H2) can vary from 4.5 x 10-8 mol. J-1
 to 4.0 x 

10-8 mol. J-1
 between pH 12.45 and 1438. 

 

Figure 7: pH dependency of the yield of primary species resulting from water radiolysis at 25°C38. 

In cement, the hydrated calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) is the main strength-building phase of which 

water is a key-component. Radiolysis of the water leads to drying and therefore shrinking of the cement 

with the formation of micro cracks and thereby increase in the average pore diameter41. Dehydration thus 

can have a serious impact on the cement structure. For AAMs, no damage is reported when dehydration 

occurs42. AAMs are however microporous materials43, meaning that water can be entrapped in the pores 

and can be the target of irradiation. In 2013, for the first time, metakaoline based Na-geopolymer samples 

were exposed to γ radiation by Rooses et al.23 to evaluate the radiolytic hydrogen yield. The hydrogen 

production in one-month-old-ambient-dried samples was evaluated for a dose rate of 600 Gy. h-1 up to 50 

kGy. The apparent hydrogen production G(H2) was 6.1 x 10-9 mol. J-1. Later research of Lambertin et al.44 

using non-dehydrated samples (32.5 - 35.9 wt.% H2O) however indicated a slightly higher apparent yield 

in the range of (0.9 – 1.1) x 10-8 mol. J-1
 depending on the initial water content and the microstructure of 

the samples. Chupin et al.45 and Cantarel et al.46 found a value of respectively 1.4 x 10-8 mol. J-1 and  

1.2 x 10-8 mol. J-1 for Na-metakaolin based geopolymers. This apparent yield is however still lower than 

the G(H2) of 8.3 x 10-8 mol. J-1 found for OPC-matrices with a 28.6 wt.% H2O content as reported by Bykov 

et al.47. An overview of the apparent hydrogen yield for different AAM recipes is given in table 1. It seems 

that the apparent yield for cement compounds is about twice this of free water. This is due to saturated 

salt solution present in in de cement. Salts as CaOH can participate in the radiation-chemical 

transformations interacting with H2O2 resulting in higher hydrogen gas production. For fly ash based 

geopolymers Leay et al.48, even found a H2 yield of (2.1 x 10-9) mol. J-1.  

 

                                                
e Metakaolin is the dehydroxylated product of the mineral kaolin by heating to a temperature between 450 and 800°C. 
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Table 1: Overview of the apparent yield of radiolytic hydrogen gas normalized to the water content of different AAMs 

found in literature. The values are compared with this for free water and an OPC cement. *For free water, the apparent 
yield is equal to its real yield. 

  

Dose Rate 

(Gy. h-1) 

Dose 

(kGy) 

Apparent G(H2) 
normalized to water content 

(x 10-8 mol. J-1) 

Bjergbakke 

 et al.49 
Free water (pH = 13) 

/ / 4.3*  

Rooses et al.23 Al2O3 3.6SiO2 Na2O 11H2O 600 50 3.6  

Rooses et al.23 
Al2O3 3.6SiO2 Na2O 11H2O 

(powder) 

600 50 4.4  

Lambertin et al.44 Al2O3 3.6SiO2 Na2O 11H2O 600 750 2.8 

Lambertin et al.44 Al2O3 3.6SiO2 Na2O 12H2O 600 750 3.0 

Lambertin et al.44 Al2O3 3.6SiO2 Na2O 13H2O 600 750 3.1 

Chupin et al.45 Al2O3 4SiO2 Na2O 12H2O 5000 600 4.2 

Cantarel et al.46 Al2O3 3.8SiO2 Na2O 13H2O 2200 0-10 3.5 

Cantarel et al.46 
Al2O3 3.8SiO2 Na2O 13H2O 

(powder) 

2200 0-10 5.8 

Leay et al.48 
Fly ash AAM -  

1.3Al2O3 10SiO2 Na2O 11H2O 

24000 400-700 0.9 

Leay et al.48 
Fly ash AAM - 

1.0Al2O3 8SiO2 Na2O 11H2O 

24000 400-700 0.7 

Leay et al.48 
Fly ash AAM - 

0.8Al2O3 7SiO2 Na2O 11H2O 

24000 400-700 0.6 

Bykov et al.47 
OPC cement  

(water/cement = 0.4) 
5700 855 29.0 

 

Chupin et al.15 investigated the processes controlling the H2 production and the relationship to the 

geopolymer composition when irradiated. A metakaolin geopolymer was activated with NaOH, KOH and/or 

CsOH.H2O. The samples were cured at various relative humidity using the saturated salt method. The 

samples were sealed and irradiated using a 60Co source at 500 Gy. h-1 until a total absorbed dose between 

114 and 517 kGy. From this study, Chupin et al.15 concludes that water in geopolymers can be decomposed 

under irradiation whether it is bulk water or not. All the different forms of water in a geopolymer can be 

decomposed. The H2 yield is proportional to the initial water content of the sample. However, this statement 

is not valid for saturated samples since the diffusion coefficient of H2 in a saturated geopolymer is 100 to 

1000 times lower than in an unsaturated sample46,50. When diffusion is very low, an equilibrium state can 

be established in the sample so that all new hydrogen produced will recombine (Figure 8). This is also the 

case for encapsulated waste. An equilibrium is established since the new production of H2 is compensated 

by the decomposition of H2 by O●-. This is not possible in an open system, since the concentration of H2 

related to O2 will never be high enough to cause decomposition of H2. The equilibrium state limits the 

hydrostatic pressure build up in the sample and limits the risk of cracking. Moreover, additional sources of 

H2 as e.g. steel corrosion will only have a limited effect. Radiolytic yield thus also depends on the scale of 

the waste package since less H2 will reach the surface of a large package and so equilibrium will be reached 

faster. Also, the maximum concentration of hydrogen is proportional to the dose rate reached in the 

sample46. 
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Figure 8: Schematic overview of the (non) equilibrium state of H2 in a closed and open system – based on a study of 
Chupin45. 

In general, the water radiolysis increases with decreasing pore sizes and increases with increasing specific 

surface area48. Smaller pores lead to a larger specific surface and so to a larger solid-to-liquid interface 

area. Since more excitations take place at the pore wall interfaces, also, more H2 will be produced when a 

larger interface area is present51. This is because of the Compton electrons diffusion at the solid-liquid 

interface which induces a higher energy to be deposited in the pore water due to the different electronic 

density of the solid and the liquid. Larger interface area leads to more excitons and thus more energy which 

is transferred to the adsorbed water at the pore surface and thus leads to a higher hydrogen gas yield46,52. 

This causes the radiolysis of water to be more efficient in entrapped water than in bulk water52. In AAMs, 

the adsorbed water on the pore walls receives energy from direct gamma ray interaction and from solid-

to-liquid excitons transfers. The water at the center of the pores is similar to free water and only receives 

energy from direct ionizations by gamma rays15. The recombination probability of H● radicals (eq. 1) and 

hydrated excitons (eq. 2) formed under gamma irradiation is larger in small pores, leading to a higher H2 

yield51. This effect is however only dominant for pores smaller than 25 nm51. The effect of radiolysis is in 

literature often reported as an increased water loss compared to non-irradiated samples and thus an 

accelerated dehydration53,54. Introducing elements with a higher atomic number into the AAM causes the 

mean atomic number to increase and therefore also the electronic density of the solid matrix. This leads to 

a higher energy deposition, a better shielding, and thus a higher H2 yield15. Moreover, by increasing the 

size of the cation (Na+ < K+ < Cs+), smaller alumino-silicates oligomers are formed, and a finer and more 

uniform pore network is created thus also increasing the H2 yield15. Mainly the porosity (pore size 

distribution and specific surface area) and the mean atomic number of the solid matrix of the geopolymer 

thus affect the hydrogen production. This effect was earlier observed by Le Caër et al.51 in controlled-pore 

glasses. 

𝐻∙ + 𝐻∙  →  𝐻2    (eq. 1) 

𝑒𝑎𝑞
− + 𝑒𝑎𝑞

−  →  𝐻2 + 2𝑂𝐻−    (eq. 2) 
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H2 formation as a result of homolytic breaking of the OH bond in silanol groups (-SiOH), as proposed by Le 

Caër et al.51, is negligible for AAMs since silanol groups are expected to be present as silanolate (-SiO-) 

groups because of the high pH of AAMs. A more important effect for AAMs is the change in H2 yield due to 

dissolved ionic species in the pore water as calcium and iron38,48,55. Cantarel et al.46 found that the H2 yield 

decreases when the concentration of the ionic species in the pore solution increases, for example due to 

drying of the AAM. However, large differences in concentrations only lead to a small effect on the yield. An 

overview of the different parameters affecting the hydrogen yield of an AAM sample is given in table 2. 

Table 2: Summary of the properties affecting the apparent radiolytic hydrogen yield. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lambertin et al.44 irradiated metakaolin Na-geopolymers at a dose rate of 600 Gy. h-1 until 750 kGy under 

an argon atmosphere at ambient conditions. An increase of the compressive strength with 10% was 

observed, probably as a result of a densification of the structure under gamma irradiation. A broader range 

of pores sizes was observed after irradiation with the appearance of two peaks in the pore size distribution 

(PSD) (Figure 9) after irradiation compared to the non-irradiated samples. An explanation for this 

phenomenon could be the reorganization of the thin pore walls. The total pore volume however does not 

change with irradiation44. A change in PSD was also observed by other researchers. Deng et al. 56 irradiated 

class F AAMs using a 60Co source (700 Gy. h-1) to a cumulative dose of 100 kGy. A decrease of the pore 

population from 0.2-7 µm was observed in favor of the smaller and larger pores in the regions 40-200 nm 

and 7-40 µm56. Mubasher et al.54 found a decrease in porosity of metakaolin based geopolymer due to 

irradiation at 21 kGy. h-1 using a 60Co source. Mast et al.53 irradiated plasma slag based AAMs 1 hour after 

casting using a 137Cs source with a dose rate of 152 Gy. h-1 and found a shift in the PSD towards the smaller 

pores (< 10 nm) compared to non-irradiated samples. 

 Properties affecting the hydrogen yield 

1 The pH of the pore water; 

2 The initial water content; 

3 The possibility to reach an equilibrium state; 

4 The dose rate in the sample; 

5 The pore size distribution and specific surface of the sample; 

6 The mean atomic number of the solid matrix; 

7 The concentration of ionic species in the pore solution. 
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Figure 9: The pore access diameter distribution of an irradiated Na-geopolymer (dotted line) and a non-irradiated Na-
geopolymer (solid line) measured with mercury intrusion porosimetry44. The pore access diameter is the equivalent 

diameter for the pore entrance which corresponds to the interconnections between pores, rather than the internal pore 
diameter. 

The changes in compressive strength, microstructure and pore size distribution of AAM are attributed to 

the radiolysis of water, the reorganization of pore walls and a decrease in the average T-O (T = Si or Al in 

tetrahedral site) bonding angle44. The relaxation of bridging bond Si-O-Si angles is also observed in silica 

glasses under gamma irradiation57,58. Due to relaxation, a part of the energy stored in the structure is 

released causing a densification of the structure. Given that the silica structure is in a non-thermal 

equilibrium state and has an excess of energy stored in its bridging bonds, ionizing radiation produces 

electron-hole pairs enabling bonds to rearrange for structural relaxation. No crystalline phases will however 

be formed as a result of gamma ray interaction56,59. 

An increased compressive strength as reported by Lambertin et al.44 was also found by Mast et al.53 who 

irradiated plasma slag based AAMs using different dose rates (1.6 Gy. h-1, 7.1 Gy. h-1, 152 Gy. h-1 and 2 

kGy. h-1) until different absorbed doses with a maximum of 624 kGy. An increase was found for all the AAM 

samples when irradiated to an absorbed dose higher than 5 kGy. For the samples irradiated 24 h after 

casting at 2 kGy. h-1 an increased strength from 16% to 23% depending on de absorbed dose was reported. 

A similar experiment was executed by Craeye et al.60 to evaluate the effect of gamma irradiation on self- 

compacting mortar. They found a decrease in compressive strength for all the samples, with a maximum 

decrease of 16.3%. This indicates that AAMs, from a mechanical point of view, are better resistant to 

gamma irradiation when irradiated at the early age. The increase in strength can be related to the growth 

of carbonates e.g. CaCO3 or Na2CO3 in the microcracks and pores36,61. Or, can be related to the different 

oxidation states of iron, when using iron rich slags for alkali activation. It is known that in alkaline conditions 

under gamma irradiation, changes to the iron oxidation state occur 62,63.  
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2.3. Effects on AAMs in an electron irradiation field 

Chupin et al.15 performed electron irradiations with (i) a constant beam between 0.4 and 20 MGy. h-1 and 

a total dose between 0.5 and 301 MGy and with (ii) a pulsed beam with a dose of 30 Gy per pulse at 10 

Hz frequency up to a total dose between 15 and 45 kGy. No crystallization effects and no changes in pore 

size distributions were observed. No stable radicals were created under electron irradiation. Three types of 

radicals were observed in the pulsed beam set up: H● radicals, Si-O●/H+ and Al-O●/H+ defects and trapped 

electrons in the AAM network. The species are however very reactive and recombine very quickly.  

2.4. Effects on AAMs in an alpha particle irradiation field 

Chupin et al.15 performed heavy ion irradiation to simulate the effect of incident alpha particles on the 

material. In their study thin pieces of metakaolin based geopolymer of 0.15 g were kept under argon and 

irradiated with a 95 MeV. amu-1 36Ar ion beam with a flux of 3.48 x 108 ions. cm-2. s-1
 corresponding to a 

dose rate of 0.5 MGy. h-1. Crystallization was observed in the geopolymer structure due to the nuclear 

elastic shock. The movement of atoms promotes the reorganization of the network in a crystalline structure. 

The crystal phase formed (about +3% after 1 MGy) under heavy ion irradiation however depends on the 

cation present in the network. The activation energy for crystallization is dependent on the cation part of 

the crystalline structure: e.g. nephelinef for Na (250 kJ. mol-1) and leuciteg for K (1450 kJ. mol-1). The 

crystalline phases are however not identical to the ones formed by thermal treatment. Nepheline structures 

can be observed as needle formation in the irradiated geopolymer samples45. 

A small change in the PSD was detected, probably due to the crystallization of the structure. The change 

in the porosity is however also highly dependent on the cation in the AAM structure since the crystalline 

phase formed plays a major role in the intergranular porosity. Irradiation with 36Ar ions causes the pore 

volume to decrease with the formation of new peaks in the PSD related to the crystalline phases. For Na-

geopolymers an extra peak appears at 17.5 nm related to the formation of nepheline. For the K-

geopolymers peaks appear at 11.0 and 17.5 nm related to kaliophilite and nepheline. For Cs based 

geopolymers a change in the 3 to 4 nm region was observed related to the formation of pollucite. In all 

cases, the total pore volume decreases which could indicate the closure of some pores15. 

The H2 yield obtained for a Na-geopolymer was 1.8 x 10-8
 mol. J-1, which is about four times higher than 

when irradiated with gamma rays. This is close to the (G(H2)alpha particles/G(H2)γ-rays)-ratio of 3.4 for free 

water at high pH, which indicates that the specific surface and porosity do not influence the H2 yield for 

high LETh irradiation. This is since high LET radiation lead to a dense ionization track and thus a high 

probability of recombination before the excitons reach the pore surface. For high LET radiation, a reduced 

number of exciton transfers are therefore thought to take place compared to gamma irradiation. The 

radiolytic yield increased linearly with the water mass fraction in the original sample15. 

  

                                                
f Na3K(Si0.56Al0.44)8O16 

g KAlSi2O6 

h Linear Energy Transfer: The amount of energy which is deposited by a ionizing particle per unit of distance. 
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2.5. Effects on AAMs in a neutron irradiation field 

AAMs form interesting materials for neutron shielding as they contain a lot of hydroxyl ions of which the 

protons can slow down the neutrons by elastic collisions and capture the thermal neutrons64. An AAM with 

an excellent neutron absorption capacity was designed by Takeda et al.64. They produced fly ash based 

AAMs of 10 mm thick and irradiated the samples for 15 min using neutrons with an intensity of 1.9×104 n. 

cm-2
. s-1

. µA-1
. The samples were only irradiated from one side and both sides were provided with a gold 

filament. After irradiation the difference in radiant intensities between the two gamma beams from the gold 

filaments was used to evaluate the neutron transmission of the AAMs. The results were compared with 

fresh OPC samples and 30 years old OPC samples. Fresh cement had the highest absorption ratio (0.282) 

for neutrons due to the high amount of water molecules in the paste. In contrast, the aged concrete had 

the lowest absorption coefficient (0.054) as a result of dehydration. Both AAM samples produced by the 

conventional method (0.198) or by warm pressing method (0.241) had a better absorption ratio than the 

aged OPC concrete. Warm pressed AAMs had a slightly lower absorption ratio for neutrons in comparison 

to the fresh OPC samples. It is however shown that AAMs lose less water over time compared to OPC 

samples as water can remain for a long time in the amorphous, zeolite-like structure of the AAMs. It is 

therefore expected that on a longer time scale the warm pressed AAMs perform better than the fresh OPC 

samples.  

AAMs with high shielding capacities for neutrons can be designed by substituting boron for aluminum in 

the AAM description33. The boro(alumino)silicate inorganic polymers have a high macroscopic cross section 

for thermal neutrons due to the high absorption cross section of thermal neutrons for 10B and the high 

natural abundance of 10B. 

When designing AAMs for neutron shielding, neutron activation of elements present in the material have to 

be taken into account. Elements which produce radioactivity-hazardous nuclides in a neutron irradiation 

field have to be avoided (table 3). Iron, cobalt, nickel, carbon, lithium, europium, calcium and cesium are 

known to form long-lived radionuclides due to neutron activation65. The induced radioactivity is determined 

by the main chemical elements, but also impurities (0.01-1 wt.%) and trace elements (<0.01 wt.%) can 

have a large contribution to the final activity of the material66.  

The contribution of the different radionuclides to the total activity of the material will be different on one- 

or another-time interval due to the different half-lives of the radionuclides. In the first 25 years after the 

neutron activation 3H, 154Eu, 60Co, 55Fe and 134Cs play a major role in the determination of the total activity 

of the activated material. From 25 to 100 years mainly 3H, 152Eu and 63Ni are the contributors to the total 

activity. On the long term (> 100 years) the long-lived radionuclides as 41Ca, 233U, 59Ni, 239Pu, 94Nb and 

63Ni are hazardous radionuclides. In concrete mainly the presence of stable calcium in a large quantities is 

problematic66. 
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Table 3: Characteristics of the most important radionuclides present in materials subjected to neutron irradiation 

ordered according to descending half-life value (The darker the color, the more important the radionuclide in terms of 
half-life or in terms of specific activity) – based on Bylkin et al.65. 

Parent Formation 

reaction 

Hazardous 

radionuclide 

Decay Half-live  

(year) 

Specific 

activity  

(Bq. g-1) 

35Cl 35Cl (n, γ) 36Cl 36Cl 
(β-, 98.1%) 

(β+, ε, 1.9%) 
3.0 x 105 1.2 x 109 

232Th 232Th (n, γ) 233U 233U (α, 100%) 1.6 x 105 3.6 x 108 

40Ca 40Ca (n, γ) 41Ca 41Ca (ε, 100%) 1.0 x 105 3.2 x 109 

58Ni 58Ni (n, γ) 59Ni 59Ni (β+, ε, 100%) 7.6 x 104 3.0 x 109 

238U 239U (n, γ) 239Pu 239Pu (α, 100%) 2.4 x 104 2.3 x 109 

93Nb 93Nb (n, γ) 94Nb 94Nb (β-, 100%) 2.0 x 104 7.0 x 109 

13C 3C (n, γ) 14C 14C (β-, 100%) 5.7 x 10 3 1.7 x 1011 

62Ni 62Ni (n, γ) 63Ni 63Ni (β-, 100%) 9.9 x 101 2.1 x 1012 

151Eu 151Eu (n, γ) 152Eu 152Eu 
(β+, ε, 72.1%) 

(β-, 27.9%) 
1.4 x 101 6.4 x 1012 

6Li 6Li (n, p) 3H 3H (β-, 100%) 1.2 x 101 3.6 x 1014 

132Ba 132Ba (n, γ) 133Ba 133Ba (ε, 100%) 1.1 x 101 9.4 x 1012 

153Eu 153Eu (n, γ) 154Eu 154Eu 
(β-, 99.982%) 

(ε, 0.018%) 
8.6 1.0 x 1013 

59Co 59Co (n, γ) 60Co 60Co (β-, 100%) 5.3 4.2 x 1013 

54Fe 54Fe (n, γ) 55Fe 55Fe (ε, 100%) 2.8 8.8 x 1013 

133Cs 133Cs (n, γ) 134Cs 134Cs 

(β-, 

99.9997%) (ε, 

0.0003%) 

2.1 4.8 x 1013 

 

In concrete, used as bioshield in a nuclear reactor, the total activity on the 100-year time scale is dominated 

by tritium (Figure 10 - i), while on the long-term time scale the activity is dominated by 41Ca (Figure 10 - 

ii). The gamma activity is mainly attributed to 152Eu. For most of the AAM definitions, the amount of calcium 

in the aluminosilicate precursors is significantly lower than for OPC. In metakaolin for example, the CaO-

content is limited to < 0.5 wt.%. The formation of the long lived 41Ca as a result of neutron activation will 

therefore be limited in geopolymers. A problem with using aluminosilicate precursors can be the slightly 

higher iron, barium and potassium content. The latter could form 40K with a half-life of 1.2 x 109 year. Also 

traces of ZrO2 are undesirable since they will lead to the production of 93Zr with a half-life of 1.6 x 106 year.  
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Figure 10: The specific activity of the radionuclides present in a concrete pressurised water reactor bioshield at 10 cm 
depth, x years after the shutdown indicated (i) on the short term & (ii) on the long term67.  

i ii 
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3. Alkali Activated Materials as conditioning material 

Low-cost, low-temperature processes as bituminization and cementation are currently used worldwide to 

immobilize low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and intermediate-level radioactive waste (ILW). In this 

section, the potential of AAMs to replace the standard OPC-based mixtures to contain LLW and ILW is 

discussed. 

AAMs have certainly several properties, making them interesting candidates for the conditioning of certain 

radioactive waste streams.  

 The absence of portlandite (Ca(OH)2) in AAMs is expected to be beneficial for the immobilization, 

since portlandite has only a weak immobilization potential.  

 The water content of AAMs can be significantly reduced by heating the samples and thus reducing 

the radiolytic hydrogen yield and avoiding freeze-thaw problems.  

 The high alkalinity of AAMs can cause formation of insoluble hydroxides for many actinides and 

fission products, providing a good immobilization14. The high alkalinity however can also cause the 

corrosion of reactive metals leading to hydrogen formation. In this case, low alkaline AAMs need to 

be used such as AAMs activated with Na2CO3 or Na2SO4
68. 

 AAMs have an excellent fire resistance69,70.  

Also, several immobilization mechanisms have been reported in literature. 

 AAMs can immobilize monovalent cations (e.g. Cs+) as a charge-balancing ion in their structure 

and replace Na+ or K+ 71,72. The replacement of Na+ by Sr2+ is also reported73. 

 Monovalent or bivalent cations (e.g. Sr2+) can be incorporated in C-S-H phase replacing Ca2+ 74,75. 

 Ions can be incorporated in (N(-C)-A-S(-H) amorphous aluminosilicate structure of the AAMs16,17,76–

79. 

 Radioactive elements can be incorporated in crystalline phases79–82.  

 Due to the high alkalinity of AAMs, the formation of precipitates as hydroxides or carbonates is 

promoted16,76–78,83. 

 Radionuclides can be adsorbed on introduced or self-generated zeolitei structures in AAMs73,75,84,85. 

 Chemisorption and electrostatic interactions with the AAM binder leads to a low leachability of 

radionuclides83. 

 Low radionuclide leachability of AAMs is related to their low porosity and low critical pore 

diameter81,86,87. 

Since there is a wide variety of RAW streams and moreover a wide variety in possible definitions of an AAM 

to immobilize a specific waste stream, the following part will discuss each kind of waste stream separately 

with the focus on the immobilization mechanisms of the chosen system. 

  

                                                
i Zeolites are microporous aluminosilicate minerals commercially used as adsorbents.  
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The different kinds of radioactive waste streams which are discussed are: 

Liquid wastes: 

 Organic liquids 

 Aqueous waste 

o Contaminated water with cesium and strontium 

o Sulphate rich aqueous waste 

Solid wastes: 

 Zeolites 

 Aluminum containing waste 

 Mg-alloys 

3.1. Liquid wastes 

Organic liquids 

In previous studies, it was shown that liquid organic wastes have a significant effect on the properties of 

cementitious materials88,89. Moreover, organic liquids could easily be released during mixing or curing. 

Addition of organic liquids to the cement paste causes delayed setting and hardening and slows down the 

overall processes. The use of sorbents, as active coals ore clays, is necessary to avoid the organic liquid to 

leach out88. Even at low concentrations, organics can already affect the properties of hydrating cement89. 

Moreover, only 12 (v/v)% of oil can be incorporated directly into cement to still obtain a solid and dry waste 

form90. Additional emulsifiers can be used to increase the waste loading capacity. Greenhalgh incorporated 

up to 40 (v/v)% of waste by the use of emulsifiers. 

Cantarel et al.91 studied the possibility of incorporating liquid organic oil waste in a metakaolin based 

geopolymers. The process consists of the emulsification of oil in an alkali solution and next adding it to an 

aluminosilicate source, for example metakaolin to create a geopolymer. This procedure was patented by 

Lambertin et al.92. Cantarel et al.91 succeeded to add up to 20 (v/v)% of oil waste into the geopolymer. It 

was found that the oil was present in the matrix as small droplet ranging from 10 to 50 µm which were 

homogeneously dispersed. The droplets are formed from the moment the oil is added to the alkaline 

solution, indicating a good emulsification by the activating solution. When mixing both solutions, the alkali 

from the activator reacts with the alkanoic acids from the oil, producing in situ surfactants which reduce 

the interfacial tension between water and the oil. No escape of oil was observed during and after setting. 

The setting time however tends to increase with increasing oil content, since OH- is consumed by the acids 

in the oil thus slowing down the reaction. The resulting oil/geopolymer composites however had good 

mechanical properties of >22 MPa in compressive strength after 30 days. The higher the oil volume fraction, 

the lower the final strength of the samples. Also, an increase in the viscoelasticity and elasticity can be 

observed. Though, it is stated by Cantarel93 that chemical and mechanical kinetics of the hardening process 

are not affected by the oil as long as no acids are present in the oil. There is no chemical interaction 

observed between the oil and the geopolymer. The structure of the geopolymer was not affected and was 

identical to that of a pure geopolymer. However, surfactant molecules have to be added to the recipe to 

obtain a homogeneous material. It is also reported that organic oil does not affect the geopolymer 

hardening rate, the kinetics and mechanisms of formation of the porous network94. Below 27 (v/v)%, a 

non-percolating network can be achieved according to Davy et al.95. 
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Contaminated water (with cesium and strontium) 

Nuclear fuel reprocessing activities produce liquid RAW commonly referred to as sodium-bearing waste with 

90Sr and 137Cs as dominating radionuclides96. Li et al.97 used contaminated water directly to create a paper 

sludge fly ash based alkali activated material with low Ca content. Paper sludge fly ash mixed with solid 

Sr(NO3)2 and CsNO3 was activated with Na2O∙2SiO2∙aq. High immobilization ratios for Cs+ and Sr2+ were 

reached. It is thought that the ions are incorporated into the AAM-gel or into faujasite (Figure 11) which is 

a member of the zeolite family. Both Cs+ and Sr2+ can be entrapped in the sodalite cages of faujasite since 

the cages have an opening diameter of 0.74 nm which is larger than the ionic radii of Cs+ and Sr2+ 97. 

Faujasite is, however, only present in small amounts compared to the geopolymer AAM-gel. Cs+ could, 

therefore, also be incorporated in the N-A-S-H gel, while Sr2+ could interchange with Ca2+ in the C-A-S-H 

gel. Due to the presence of Ca2+, ion exchange of Na+ for Ca2+ can occur in the N-A-S-H gel, what makes 

the phase unstable in time. Therefore, the immobilization of Cs+ could decrease with the ion exchange of 

Na+ with Ca2+. Sodium- and nitrate-bearing liquid waste was successfully immobilized by Wang et al.96 

using metakaolin, class F fly ash and blast furnace slag. The nonradioactive 133Cs and 88Sr were introduced 

as nitrated and were dissolved in nitric acid. The solution was alkalized to a pH of 12-13 using NaOH and 

next mixed with the raw materials to prepare an alkali-activated-slag-fly ash-metakaolin hydroceramic. 

Most of the cations were incorporated in the crystalline zeolite structures and captured in the voids and 

channels. Analcimej was the major crystalline phase detected. The addition of the liquid waste was 

beneficial for the formation of the analcime zeolites due to the additional cations from the waste. Cations 

are necessary to form zeolites, but not enough cations were present in the raw materials. The formation of 

the analcime phase was thus promoted by adding the cation rich waste stream96. 

 

Figure 11: 3D structure of zeolite Y also called faujasite with sodalite cages. 

Another way of immobilizing radioactive cesium which was already reported in 1981 by Gallagher et al.98 

is the firing of cesium oxide together with an alumina and silica source to generate pollucite (CsAlSi2O6). 

The role of cesium in the formation of the crystalline phases was studied by Chlique et al.79. They prepared 

samples using a mix of liquid CsOH and NaOH to activate metakaolin. The samples were then heated to 

1100°C. It was found that 75 wt.% of the crystals were pollucite (CsAlSi2O6) and 25 wt.% feldspathoid 

(CsAlSiO4). Arbel-Haddad et al.99 however found that at low Si content [SiO2/Al2O3 < 2], cesium bearing 

crystalline phases can also be formed at ambient temperature, eliminating the necessity for high 

                                                
j Analcime consists of hydrated NaAlSiO6 in cubic crystalline form. 
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temperature treatment100. Arbel-Haddad et al.99 found that mainly cesium bearing zeolite Ak and zeolite Fl 

was formed in nitrate free samples. Nitrate cancrinite was the major phase for nitrate bearing samples101. 

Ofer-Rozovsky et al.101 showed a lower Cs- and a lower Na-leaching of Nitrate cancrinite compared to 

zeolite A, indicating that the addition of NaNO3 to the geopolymer could be beneficial for the immobilization 

of cesium102. Cs is located in the cancrinite cages. The cage has an almost perfect size to fit a cesium ion 

coordinated to the 12 surrounding oxygen atoms103. Smaller ions can be located on more than one position 

in the cage103. The cesium ions are well kept in the structure and cannot leach out since they cannot pass 

through the ring103. Sodium in the cancrinite structures was not easily exchanged with Cs+ 104. Nitrate 

cancrinite and nitrate sodalite are reported as being good minerals for cesium retention105. The Cs+ is 

trapped in the cages and channels of the minerals. Moreover, Cs+ has a higher ionic radius compared to 

Na+ which therefore results in a hydration shell which is less bounded, whereby cesium ions may more 

easily dehydrate and bind to the aluminate groups of the zeolites or the geopolymer gel. There is however 

an enhanced selectivity for cesium ions provided by nitrate cancrinite and nitrate sodalite which is not well 

understood yet. 

Ofer-Rozovsky et al.101 studied the immobilization of Cs+ by low-Si geopolymers with the presence of 

nitrate, an anion often present in low-level nuclear waste. The formation of nitrate-bearing feldspathoid, 

nitrate sodalite and nitrate cancrinite was observed as it was also the case for Cs-free geopolymers106. 

Ofer-Rozovsky et al.101 could not identify the formation of zeolite F. This is related to the fact that the 

concentration of nitrates was high compared to cesium so that the nitrate ion appeared as a more important 

structure-directing agent compared to the cesium ion. Since the concentration of Cs+ in low-level nuclear 

wastes is even lower than the one used by Ofer-Rozovsky et al.101, it is expected that also in the 

conditioning of low-level waste, nitrate will appear as a structuring agent and thus no zeolite F is expected 

to be formed.  

The effect of cesium on the geopolymer matrix itself was studied by Berger et al.107, Vandevenne et al.16 

and Provis et al.77. It was found that the use of cesium used as an activator, added as CsOH, slows down 

the reaction of alkali-activation compared to Na or K, leading to a longer setting time but also less unreacted 

raw material. A lower compressive strength was found for cesium bearing AAMs probably related to the 

less bounded hydration sphere107. When Cs however is added as CsOH on top of the standard activation 

solution, the higher basicity of the activating solution leads to a faster dissolution and faster gelation 

process. This was however not the case when the cesium was introduced as a nitrate16 or a sulphate77. In 

both cases a slight retardation of the reaction was observed by Provis et al.77 while no significant effect of 

CsNO3 was observed by Vandevenne et al.16. In the case of Sr(NO3)2 however, the reaction kinetics were 

severely affected. The dissolution of the precursor was reduced due to the consumption of hydroxides by 

strontium for the formation of Sr(OH)2, leading to a disruption in the development of the pore network77 

and a lower compressive strength16. It is proposed that Sr2+ will behave in a similar way as Ca2+ during 

alkali-activation77. When added as insoluble Sr(OH)2, the formation of anhydrous Sr(OH)2·8H2O will lead to 

the removal of water out of the reaction system thus retarding the dissolution process of the precursor but 

accelerating the gel formation77. Addition of SrSO4 may lead to the liberation of SO4
2- when converted to 

SrCO3 by atmospheric carbonation and affecting the reaction kinetics5.  

                                                
k Zeolite A is an aluminosilicate microporous material in which sodium ions can easily be exchanged. The principal building units are 
sodalite cages connected by four-membered rings, giving a cubic 3D network. It is an open zeolite with a large central cage. 
l Zeolite F is a small-pore zeolite consisting of 2 different types of 8-membered ring channels systems with EDI-type framework. 
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Sulphate-rich aqueous waste 

Sulphates present in RAW promote microstructural changes in Portland cement-based materials. Expansion 

and cracking due to the sulphate attack may cause a release of radionuclides108. Asano et al.109 proposed 

an alternative two-step solidification process in which the aqueous sodium sulphate is converted into 

insoluble barium sulfate by mixing with barium hydroxide octahydrate. Later, the solution containing NaOH 

and BaSO4 is mixed with an aluminosilicate source to solidify: 

𝐵𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2(𝑎𝑞) +  𝑁𝑎2𝑆𝑂4 (𝑎𝑞) → 𝐵𝑎𝑆𝑂4(𝑠) + 2𝑁𝑎𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑞) 

The sulphates were stabilized as a precipitate of BaSO4 which is also beneficial for the radiation shielding 

properties of the AAM due to the high atomic number of barium. A similar one-step process was proposed 

by Mobasher et al.110 were all the components: Na2SO4, Ba(OH)2 and a precursor material as blast furnace 

slag (BFS) are all mixed in one step. The direct addition of Ba(OH)2 to the BFS promotes the reactivity and 

results in more C-S-H products. Also, ettringite and barium carbonate are formed instead of the hydrotalcite 

phase which was the main reaction product in the two-step process. Both processes could successfully 

immobilize the aqueous sulphate waste32,109,110.  

3.2. Zeolites 

Radioactive 137Cs+ and 90Sr2+ are always present in the cooling water of nuclear reactors. The removal of 

these radionuclides is executed by using natural zeolites as clinoptilolite, which has a high exchange 

capacity for both the ions111. After usage, clinoptilolite is classified as a RAW material and need to be 

encapsulated. The encapsulation of a zeolite contaminated with cesium and/or strontium by alkali-

activation technology was investigated by Kuenzel et al.72. Sodium and potassium metakaolin based 

geopolymers were used. Due to the high pH of the activating solution the clinoptilolite partly dissolves. The 

same was observed by Ke et al.112. The released aluminates and silicates take part in the alkali-activation 

reaction with incorporation of Cs and Sr is the geopolymer binder phase. Dissolution of zeolites is observed 

at a pH above 1172. The dissolution decreases over time due to the consumption of hydroxides during the 

dissolution process. The dissolved species lead to the formation of an interfacial transition zone of ± 0.15 

mm, between the geopolymer matrix and the encapsulated zeolite, in which the chemical composition 

gradually evolves from one phase to another72. The dissolved species of the zeolite are thus directly 

incorporated in the geopolymer network. This behavior is however only valid for zeolites with high Si/Al 

molar ratio (>3.00)113.  

The dissolution of zeolites depends on the cation type used in the alkali-activator. Ke et al.112 found higher 

dissolution of zeolites using potassium instead of sodium as cation. A clear transition zone which grows into 

the zeolite particle was observed for the potassium based geopolymers. A possible explanation is the lower 

viscosity of a potassium silicate solution which can therefore better penetrate the porous network of the 

zeolite.  

Kuenzel et al.72 concluded that Na-geopolymers tend to immobilize the cesium resulting from zeolite 

encapsulation better than K-geopolymers, with no detectable leaching of cesium for Na-geopolymers. The 

cesium replaces the sodium in the geopolymers since they are preferentially bound to aluminate phases. 

Cs+ ions act as a weak Lewis acid and aluminates are weak Lewis bases. The reaction of Cs+ with aluminate 

is favored, followed by K+ and Na+. No changes in the geopolymer network due to the incorporation of 

cesium were observed. The immobilization of Sr2+ in Na-geopolymers is limited. Strontium is only for a 

small fraction immobilized as a charge balancing ion72,114. 0.4 mol of Sr per mole of Al can be incorporated. 
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Most strontium will precipitate as a hydroxide or carbonate, especially at Sr/Al molar ratios higher than 

0.4. No evidence was found to prove that Sr2+ could be incorporated in de C(-A)-S-H gel as a Ca2+ replacer. 

Elakneswaran et al.114 found that Sr2+
 can also be electrostatically adsorbed to the geopolymer surface. 

Xu et al. 84 encapsulated exhausted type A zeolites with 90Sr in metakaolin based geopolymers. These types 

of zeolites have a low Si/Al content and are considered not to dissolve in alkaline media. It was thus not a 

surprise that most of the strontium remains in the zeolites after encapsulation. Leaching experiments were 

executed and indicate that the geopolymer matrices immobilize the radionuclides better than the 

cementitious matrices in every media, from acid (pH = 1) to neutral (pH = 7). The initial process in the 

leaching behavior, (i) surface wash-off, was similar for both cementitious and geopolymer matrices. In a 

later stadium, Sr2+ ions from deeper layers will diffuse to the surface and leach out. In the (ii) diffusion 

stage, geopolymers performed better compared to OPC binders mainly due to their lower permeability. 

Geopolymers also have a better acid resistance since in acid media, Ca-rich phases easily dissolve, causing 

decalcification of the binder system in cementitious materials115,116.  

3.3. Aluminum containing waste 

Due to the high pH of OPC based systems, they cannot be used to encapsulate RAW streams containing 

aluminum metal. This is the case for Magnox swarf with trace levels of Al metal from the Magnox reactors 

in the UK, Italy and Japan. In these reactors, a Mg/Al alloy was used as a fuel rod cladding material. The 

aluminum however easily corrodes at a pH above 11117, giving rise to the production of hydrogen gas. 

Since the pH of geopolymers can be adapted by the selection of metakaolin and sodium silicate solution, 

they form an interesting alternative. Kuenzel et al.117 showed that a low pH geopolymer system can be 

produced. However, lowering the pH of the activation solution leads to a lower strength and a longer setting 

time of the material. A geopolymer with a pH of 12.5 was produced, limiting but not avoiding the Al 

corrosion. Corrosion of the Al metal is retarded since hydroxide ions close to the metal surface are 

consumed by Al to form Al(OH)-
4. Dissolved aluminum can take part in the geopolymerisation reaction and 

form alumina-silicate monomers. There is also a competition with the metakaolin, which uses hydroxides 

to dissolve, causing the pH to decrease in time. Moreover, at the interface of the metal with the binder, a 

layer of bayerite and gibbsite (Al(OH3)) is formed, protecting the underlaying metal from further 

corrosion117. 

3.4. Mg alloys 

The dismantling of gas cooled reactors as e.g. UNGGm reactors in France generates large volumes of a 

specific metallic waste. The waste consists of graphite tubes containing a metallic uranium rod cladded by 

a magnesium alloy. Before reprocessing the metallic uranium, assemblies have to be detached and thus a 

waste from graphite and a Mg-Zr alloy is produced. In Great Britain, the dismantling of the MAGNOXn 

reactors leads to a similar Mg-Al alloy RAW118. When incorporating these materials in a matrix of OPC, 

hydrogen gas generation is produced as a result of the formation of Mg(OH)2. Cannes et al.119 however 

suggest that it’s also oxidized by another oxidant than water. The H2 production is related to the corrosion 

of magnesium and is caused by anodic hydrogen evolution120. Monovalent magnesium ions will undergo an 

anodic dissolution in aqueous media and produce hydrogen gas. 

                                                
m UNGG: Uranium Naturel Graphite Gaz (A UNGG reactor is graphite moderated, carbon dioxide cooled and fueled with natural 
aranium) 
n MAGNOX: A MAGNOX reactor is graphite moderated, carbon dioxide cooled and fueled with natural aranium with magnesium-
aluminium cladded fuel rods. 
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𝑀𝑔+ +  2𝐻2𝑂 →  𝑀𝑔2+ +  2𝑂𝐻− + 𝐻2 

Alkali activated materials are interesting materials for the immobilization of Mg-Zr alloys since they only 

have a low amount of Ca121. Therefore, NaF can be added to the binder formulation in order to decrease 

Mg corrosion and the related dihydrogen production. A passivation layer of MgF2, NaMgF3, Na2SiF6 and 

Na3AlF6 can be formed23,122. In calcium rich binders as for OPC binders, NaF cannot be added since it would 

precipitate as CaF2 and would deteriorate the mechanical properties. The high pH of Portland cement, 

however induces the formation of a Mg(OH)2 layer on the surface of the metal which protects the underlying 

metal for further corrosion (Figure 12). This protection layer can unfortunately be destabilized by species 

from cement. SO4
2- ions for example, from the dissolution of gypsum, destabilizes the protection layer. 

Geopolymers have the advantage to have a high amount of silicates which can form a layer of MgSiO4 on 

the surface of the magnesium preventing it from corroding23,122. Corrosion rates (PH) were studied by 

Lambertin et al.123, and they found the following ranking:  

PH-OPC >> PH-GEO > PH-OPC+[NAF]=1.25 M ~ PH-GEO+[NAF]=1.5 M 

The corrosion rate is highly dependent on the pH124. The lowest corrosion rates were reported at pH values 

higher than 12. In this case, the high amount of OH- favors the nucleation and formation of a thin 

homogeneous layer on the surface. The highest corrosion rate was observed for pH values between 10.45 

and 11.44. The lower concentration of OH- favors the growth of existing crystals instead of the formation 

of new sites. In this case a heterogeneous layer is formed, which is less protective124. 

 

Figure 12: Model of magnesium alloy anodic corrosion behavior in Portland cement paste (left) and geopolymer paste 
(right)- AHE indicates the Anodic Hydrogen Evolution 122. 

Rooses et al.23,122 used metakaolin based geopolymers to immobilize Mg-Zr alloys. The galvanic corrosion 

of the geopolymers was low compared to the corrosion in Portland cement. Moreover, sodium based 

geopolymers seemed to be more suitable for Mg alloy encapsulation than potassium based geopolymers 

from the point of hydrogen production23,119. As a conclusion, Rooses et al.23 defined a reference formulation 

of a geopolymer for Mg-Zr encapsulation: “The reference formulation of the geopolymer consists of a 

waterglass alkali solution with 386 g. L-1 of NaOH, 347 g. L-1 of SiO2, 1.25 mol. L-1 (52 g. L-1) of NaF, mixed 

with metakaolin and silicate sand with respective water/metakaolin and sand/metakaolin ratios of 0.78 and 

1.5. This formulation is called “Na-Geo” and is patented by Lambertin et al.125  Rifai et al.118 succeeded in 

encapsulating Mg alloys in a NaOH activated ground granulated blast furnace slag and also observed a low 

hydrogen gas yield. However, a known problem for AAMs that needs to be solved, is the large autogenous 

and drying shrinkage.  
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Another problem is the possible contamination of the Mg-waste with uranium. For a high pH (>10) uranium 

is oxidized to UO2, UO3 or U3O8. It was found that the presence of fluoride ions promotes the corrosion of 

uranium. The fluoride ions diffuse to the oxides layer and cause desquamation resulting in crack formation 

and H2 production119. If fluoride is absent, no corrosion of uranium was observed due to the protective 

oxides layer.  

Another technique for immobilizing metals with zero oxidation is described in the patent of Lambertin et 

al.126 in which the metal is dissolved in a molten hydroxide salt (e.g. KOH, NaOH or Pb(OH)2). Next an 

alkaline solution is created by dissolving the melt in water. This solution can then be used for alkali-

activation of an alumino-silicate source. 

3.5. An example 

In 2013, the first AAM was introduced successfully for nuclear waste encapsulation. SIAL®,127 is a 

metakaolin based geopolymer developed and used for the immobilization of a highly contaminated sludge 

for which conventional methods using cementation or bitumen treatment could not be used due to the 

presence of radionuclides, including 137Cs which easily leaches out. This material can incorporate four times 

as much waste as a traditional cement matrix and the encapsulation process takes less time. The material 

has a higher mechanical strength, lower leachability for radionuclides, low fire risk, high radiation stability 

and good physical stability in the presence of frost and water127,128. However, a decrease in compressive 

strength ranging from 16 to 39 % was found when this material was irradiated to a total dose of 1.027 

MGy using a 60Co source with a dose rate of 2.5 kGy. h-1 128. The SIAL matrix was approved to be used as 

a waste package for sludges and resins by Slovak and Czech Nuclear Regulatory Authorities.  
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4. Conclusions and Outlook 

Alternatives to the commonly used ordinary Portland cement (OPC) matrices are increasingly being studied 

for application in the immobilization of toxic and radioactive materials. Alkali Activated Materials (AAMs) 

are one of the alternatives currently studied intensively due to their potential utilization as a high 

performance, environmental friendly and sustainable alternative to Portland cement. AAMs are high 

chemical and temperature resistant. Moreover, they can be designed to have a low water content and thus 

generate less radiolytic hydrogen gas compared to OPC based matrices. It is however not only the water 

content which defines the H2 yield, but also the pore sizes and the diffusion coefficient of the material under 

consideration. AAMs also have a lower calcium content than ordinary OPC based mortars which enables the 

addition of fluorine to reduce the H2 production for Mg-containing wastes and limits the formation of the 

long living 41Ca radionuclide due to neutron activation. The challenge for future AAM designs lies in the 

elimination of the elements which can form long-lived radionuclides as a result of neutron activation (e.g. 

Cl, Th, Ca, Ni, U, Pu, C, K, Zr). 

AAMs based on slags show high potential for use as gamma shielding material. High linear attenuation 

coefficients can be obtained only using cheap slags and avoiding expensive aggregates currently used to 

produce high density concretes. Fayalite slag based AAMs were proven to have a similar gamma shielding 

capacity to basalt-magnetite concretes. Also for neutron shielding, AAMs form an interesting opportunity 

since boron can be incorporated in the matrix as a substituent of aluminum. Moreover, AAMs lose less 

water in time in comparison to fresh OPC samples what creates the possibility to easily design AAMs with 

better neutron shielding capacities compared to aged concrete.  

AAMs in general seem to be more stable when subjected to ionizing radiation compared to OPC based 

matrices. However, when irradiated with gamma rays, changes in pore size distribution and compressive 

strength could be observed. In an alpha particle irradiation field, crystallization effects can occur also 

influencing the pore size distribution.  

The absence of portlandite, the low water content, the high alkalinity and the high temperature resistance 

makes AAMs interesting candidates for the conditioning of certain radioactive waste streams. Depending 

on the specific waste stream and the chosen AAM design, a different immobilization mechanism may be of 

importance. Ions as Cs+ and Sr2+ can be incorporated in the AAM-gel or can be trapped in the self-generated 

or introduced zeolite structures in the AAM. Radioactive zeolite structures can also directly be incorporated 

in the AAM matrix. Due the high pH, zeolites may partially dissolve with the formation of a interfacial 

transition zone between the AAM matrix and the encapsulated zeolite. Also precipitation of several elements 

as an hydroxide is promoted due to the high alkalinity of AAMs. The conditioning of Al containing waste is 

still a challenge, since Al metal easily corrodes at a pH above 11. The development of low pH AAMs can be 

of interest in this field.  

Models describing the irradiation effect and the relations between molecular-level chemical and physical 

characteristics and macroscopically measurable performances are missing for alkali activated materials. It 

remains a future challenge to predict in a reliable way the durability properties of tailor-made alkali 

activated materials when they are used in nuclear applications. 
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